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About This Game

Maia, the great Corgi Warlock, sets out on a quest to defeat the EVIL BUNNY KING and his army of undead minions. Based
on a true story*, follow the exploits of Maia as she battles nefarious creatures of the BUNNY ARMY with her magic.

If Maia can't do it alone, she can team up in local co-op with her pals, The Magic Pug, The Prophet Pig-J, and the Deadly Fish
Mage. With their powers combined not even the dreaded Bunny King himself will stand in their path... Or so they hope.

CORGI WARLOCK also features a 1-4 player vs. Battle Mode, for when you need to determine who does the dishes or if a Pug
really is better than a Corgi.

The game is local co-op and local versus multiplayer.

About the creator:
Xander's Corgi Arcade is a one man shop, started by a former PIXAR, Dreamworks, and Sony animator, who decided to take a

break and work on his own games for a while. His super amazing corgi, Maia, was the inspiration for it.
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Title: Corgi Warlock
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Xander's Corgi Arcade
Publisher:
Xander's Corgi Arcade
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2015
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Let me start by saying that this game is not for the hardcore gamer. That said it is a very casual game with a low difficulty curve.
I had fun and laughed at the humor that it had and tried to not take it too seriously. I did not get to test the multiplayer function
of this game however.

Bottom line is I would say this is a good game to have a evening messing around and not wanting to get too stressed.

I did play this on my YouTube channel if you want a play though of it go to my *Playlist* of it.. It's a pretty bare game, a very
simple platformer.

But as far as a time waster it's pretty fun. My nephew and niece love the game, completely worth a buck in my opinion,
especially if you have kiddos wanting to play.

*** This review comes from a Corgi parent and person obsessed with Corgis. Pro:
* Awesome hand drawn art style
* music and sound suits the game
* Controls are spot on
* characters are fun

Con:
* gets a little to easy once your spells are powered up
* is a little short. you just start getting into the game and bam its over
* some of the bosses are to easy, there are places you can stand in one spot and not get hit (not sure if by design)

all up this is a pretty cool game. especially for the amazingly cheap asking price. I would 100% recommend this to anyone who
wants a fun and cute platformer with some awesome artwork.. This game surelly is quite fun, and predictable.

The game in gameplay style will remember you of those
old platformer games, where enemies have different ai for their
types and different ways of dealing with, the boss fights are
most likelly somewhat of a bullet hell, where you have to dodge
the projectiles they shoot while dealing massive damage per second to it,
but the game is still somewhat fun, but the major problem with the game, is the music.
It is boring, and unfitting for both the game, the art style and the situation.

The music is calm on almost every stage, which degrades the gameplay slowly
alongside making you fell sleepy after playing for too long. But at least is bearable.

If you are looking for a game just to have some fun, you may get this during this sale,
because I'm not sure if I would buy this game with it's full price.. I've spent several hours playing Corgi Warlock, and overall, I
have to say that I'm impressed with the game. It's a side-scrolling action platformer with monsters to kill, loot to collect, and
upgrades to attain.

The graphics and soundtrack are good, and the controller mechanics are both consistent and responsive. I enjoy gaming with a
controller, and nothing disappoints me more than a game that advertises full controller support but doesn't deliver. Corgi
Warlock delivers.

There are 10 levels to the game, and so far, I've made it to level 7. What I thought at first was a casual gaming experience is
actually really quite challenging. The layout of the levels isn't where the challenge comes in, it's the progression of monsters with
varying degrees of health coming across the screen at a steadily increasing pace.

The additon of obstacles such as platforms over water, jumping sharks, and fireballs flying across the screen add
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unpredictability and the need for quick response time to the mix. As the levels progress, response time gets shorter and shorter
while the difficulty increases, meaning that even the most hardcore gamers will find a challenge during the latter portions of the
game.

I did experience a few oddities that I want to point out. The first is that killing a coin-dropping monster with a tower in the
background results in coins getting stuck in mid-air on the screen. This can be re-created most easily in level 6 or any level
where there are step-like platforms leading up to a higher level. The bottom level ends at a gray tower, meaning that you can't
advance any further to the right. However, the monsters are coming from the right side of the screen, as well as the left, so if
you stand right at the end of the bottom level and shoot, or jump up on a right-side platform and shoot, coins will regularly drop
and fly up into the tower, getting stuck on the screen where your character cannot go.

This brings me to the second oddity, which is that the Steam Overlay doesn't seem to work with this game, and neither does the
F12 button for taking screenshots. I wanted to take a screenshot of these trapped coins to publish, but I couldn't figure out how
to do this. Neither F12 or the Print Screen button worked for me, and I was unable to use Alt-Tab and snip tool to clip a JPG.
Anyone determined to get a screenshot would likely have to clip a frame out of a video streaming session.

Other than those couple of things, which really didn't reduce my enjoyment of the game, overall, I didn't experience anything
that would cause me not to recommend the game. It's appropriate for young and casual gamers as well as experienced gamers
looking for a challenge.. I must say that the animations are fun, they are the reason I wanted to try it in the first place.

The sound is limited? Just no good. Also the gameplay is limited.
Couch co-op is just spamming, to easy, no tactics required..
Solo is doable, but gets boring after a few levels.
The Couch versus is so limited and it just sucks.. Decent side-scroller for a couple hours of entertainment. It's a little too easy,
though.
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I finished the game in 4 \u00bd hours in one playthrough and it was pretty good. The levels itself are relatively easy but the boss
fights add some difficulty and variance. It's not the most challenging game in the world but it is very cute and enjoyable. I can
definitely recommend it especially because of its very fair price.. The tags say "Multiplayer" and "Local Multiplayer" implying
you can play it both online and locally but you can't play with people online only Locally.. This is a fun little side-scrolling blast-
em-up with an endearing, well animated art style.
You play a corgi named Maia, who has been tasked with rescuing the kingdom from an undead bunny lord. To do so, you will
employ a variety of spells, each with different cool-down times, against a myriad of enemies.
The enemies come in waves as you scroll to the right. As you progress, the waves become bigger and the enemies more
threatening. You'll also encounter many, many mini-bosses along the way with their own combat patterns that will test your
reflexes.
The controls are simple and highly responsive. Any timing errors were always my own fault, and the only time the game itself
ever lagged was during the final stage, when the enemy swarms were ridiculously thick.
It's not a short game, which is good on one hand, but on the other, it does start to get a bit repetitive in the end, which is the
ONLY gripe I have. All in all, a great title!. I'm amazed i liked this game nearly as much as i did, i guess in a way i even felt
somewhat apologetic for even getting the freaking thing, considering it's a very barebones single player game, an indie game, but
it has so much character, plus it reminds me to the type of games that i used to play when i was a kid.

Either way, it's a great game, very cheap, very rusty, altho i think that's part of the charm of it, and very easy, so if you like
really challenging games you're probably not gonna like this one, you got like five different ways to get health, but very nice,
very nice game, for it's price.. Nice animations for the most part though the quality seems to vary a lot between characters and
backround objects. But it seems to be missing a lot of those little things that make a videogame whole. Fireballs just kindof
appear out of the end of a tiny spear, for example. When you pick up coins they just disappear instantly rather than some kind
of sparkle. THings like that. But I could overlook those things if the gameplay wasn't so basic. Maybe it's more fun on co-op but
I didn't really enjoy it.
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